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Alicja
Hi. My name is Alicja
and I’m 8 years old. I do
gymnastics and
dancing. My journey
started when I was 2.5
y.o. I was attending
ballet classes. When I
was 6 I decided to leave
ballet and began
attending the freestyle
dance group. At that
time I also began my
gymnastics journey.
Unfortunately a month
later everything closed
down due to Covid. But
that first month was

enough to get me to fall
in love with the sport. I
was practicing nearly
every day so when the
gym opened back up I
speedily moved to my
first competition squad.
Since then I’ve been
working hard day by day
and I’m happy to see
how the work pays off. I
wish to be the best I
could be andwondering
how far I can get.

Photos Credits :: Agata
G., Wieslawa G.
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Aria Chester
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Hi I'm Aria, I am 9
years old and I am
going intomy 8th year
of dance! I love all
styles of dance but my
favorite is Lyrical, I
love the movements
and emotions that go
into it. I am also on the
competitive team at
my studio Betsy's
Dance Center, I am
going intomy 5th year

as ac competitive
dancer and this year I
am challenging
myself to compete
two solo's! Last year I
won my first National
Championship and
this year I hope to
earn that Title again!

Photos Credits :: Flash
Factory Photography

Aria Chester
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Daisy Tyson

My name is Daisy Tyson. I am 12 years old and a
current student at Hunter’s Dance and I take
technique classes at NC Dance Institute. I have
been tumbling since I was 4 and dancing since I
was 6. I became a competitive company dancer at
the age of 8. Since dancing competitively I have
won numerous national titles and last year won
my first year long scholarship with Artistic Dance
Exchange where I will be taking advantage of it. I
have been working with Commercial Dance
Intensive for the past 3 years and it is an amazing
program available to any dancer that loves the

commercial dance industry. I am currently a
Purple Pixies Dance ambassador for there
clothing line and have dreams of becoming a Tiger
Friday girl or a Werk dancewear model. My goals
are to become an assistant for a dance convention
company or to become a professional commercial
dancer or you may see me on Broadway. My
dreams are to followmy dreams and go to LA very
soon. I love all genres of dance and just love to
perform and I love modeling too.

Photos Credits :: Morgan Droll
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Emily Saul

Hi my name is Emily. I am a dancer with the ASDC
team I have ADHD which is a challenge to start I
hope that 1 day I will become a champion dancer
I have had to overcome low confidence and the
fear of being hurt wile dancing. I do my best and
my goal is to become a starter before next year. I
am a bubbly person who always cheers my team
on. I try my best in everything I do even tho I get
scared but it's part of the process to trust myself
doing things I have never done or tried before. I
love to dance and I love to try new things in my

dance dancing is part ofmy life and I hope to carry
it on and push myself to my goals.I love sitting
with the girls watching the other girls on the floor
at competitions even if I don't make finals that's
OK because my time will come i also love having
fun in class withmy friends and pushingmyself to
new limits.

Thank you for reading and remember always
follow your dreams and believe in yourself.
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My name is Hani Turner. I
am from London, England. I
like doing ballet dance,
apart from dancing, I do
singing and acting also. I
have given many auditions
for different acting roles. I
was also among the
participants who
participated in 2021 KJ
studio programme.

Hani Turner
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Jessica Claydon

My name is Jessica and I am an up and coming
ballroom and Latin dancer who trains at Swann
School of Dance. I have qualified for the ISTD
Blackpool Grand Finals which will be held in

November 2022 in both ballroom and Latin under
6 categories. My goal is to become a champion
ballroom and Latin dancer. I alsowould like to find
a dance partner to practice and compete with.
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Katerina Seregina
My Name is Katerina, my last name is Seregina. I
am a dancer. I have been dancing for several years
and I can describe myself as hardworking. My
favorite styles of dance are ballet, contemporary,
and jazz. I love playing with different movements
and creating new dance combos and solos. My
family is very supportive, and I have constantly
been going tomany dance studios all over the city
with one goal in mind: to be better today than I

was yesterday. An achievement of mine is
becoming the junior solo champion at Terpsichore
Canada. I choreographed a huge chunk of my
winning solo. I love dancing on pointe. I look up to
major dance celebrities and dream that I can be
just like them someday.

Photos Credits :: DanceBUG
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Katerina Seregina
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Lilly Mae Dickinson
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Lilly Mae Dickinson

My name is Lilly-mae and I
love to dance when I am
older I want to be a dance
teacher like my dance
teacher (april Schindler)
my mam says I never sit
still I’m always dancing.MY
biggest achievement was
when I got two first places
in a dancing competition I
was so proud of myself.
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Lola Rose
My name is Lola Rose Van Rensburg and I have a
passion for dance, acrobatics, contortion, and
performing. I have been dancing in various styles
since the age of three, and having great support
from my family has given me amazing exposure
into the performing arts. I have performed and
competed at many shows, festivals, and
competitions throughout the UK, including the

English Youth Ballet, and MoveIt. I always remain
focused, looking up at senior role models whilst
pushing myself to the next level. The many long
hours I put in reflect my passion and commitment,
and although this is hardwork, it will enableme to
reach my full potential. My ambition is to perform
at my highest level.
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LuciaMangum
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LuciaMangum
My Name is Lucia Mangum and I am 14 years old
from Illinois. Through dance I’ve learned how to
preserve, become confident in myself and build a
strong work ethic. My favorite part about dance is
definitely turns, I love to practice turns in my

living room everyday. Seeing the progress month
after month is always exciting. Some of my
biggest accomplishments include my turns going
viral on tik tok (over 1M views) and winning first
place as a soloist!
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Taylor Rose Hardisty
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Taylor Rose Hardisty

Hi my name is Taylor and I am 9 years old. I have
been dancing ever since I could walk somum took
me to dance class at age 2 and 1/2 and I’ve never
looked back. I began with jazz then added ballet,
lyrical, tap, hip hop and most recently
contemporary. I dance at Neverland Studios New
Zealand and I love my dance family so very much.
My biggest love is hip hop and my dance dream is
to compete at Hip Hop International in Arizona

one day. I also take lessons in singing, drums and
piano and I’m about to compete in ‘Bandquest’
with my school band, I am the drummer. My
ultimate goal is to be a pop star!!!! I absolutely
love watching people perform and I’m lucky to
know so many talented dancers

Photos Credits :: Rachael Feast
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